Fishing in today’s world isn’t all about bringing fish home for the table. It’s about capturing the moment in time to be able to remember past fishing trips. Have you ever looked on the Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission’s (PFBC’s) website for fishing information? Do you have friends who post to Facebook about their recent catches? Do you see your friends Catching, taking a Photo and Releasing (C.P.R.) their catch? Cell phones, cameras and the internet have greatly improved in the past 20 years.

Fishing can be a daily activity, so keeping a logbook of your fishing trips can help you in the future.

Would you like to learn some of the tactics that anglers are currently using? Let’s get started fishing for answers in this high-tech world.
If you are new to fishing, PFBC has a great website full of information. Check out the "Fishing Fundamentals" section for specific information for the new angler. If you want to learn as a family, PFBC’s Family Fishing Program is a great way to start. Look under the "Calendar of Events" for an upcoming fishing program.

The Commission’s website offers other valuable information. Its “Regional Report” page shows what anglers are catching in Pennsylvania. Looking for maps of where to fish? Request a “Region Guide” for each region’s fishing and boating access areas. And, the “Lake Habitat” mapping feature is a great way to look for fishing spots before you ever start to fish. Visit www.fishandboat.com today.